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Brainstorming and Outlining 
Wednesday, April 3rd from 3:00 – 4:30 pm. (Bridgette Vera) 

Location: 808A 
This workshop will not only provide you with the tools to get started on any writing assignment but will 

also provide an opportunity to apply those tools and use them on your writing assignment(s). Bring a 
writing assignment to work on from any class.  Appropriate for all students. 

 
 

ICE ICE Baby: How to Strengthen Body Paragraphs Using ICE 
Wednesday, April 10th from 3:00 – 4:30 p.m. (Ryan Shiroma) 

Location: 808A 
Do you want a catchy, easy method to improve your body paragraphs? Have teachers ever told you to 

“add more detail,” “add more analysis,” or “expand” your ideas? If so, this workshop is for you. All 
participants will leave with tools to help them write stronger paragraphs and essays.  Appropriate 

for all students. 
 
 

In Class Essay Writing 
Tuesday, April 23rd from 9:30 – 11:00 a.m. (Arthur Hui) 

Location: 808A 
What are some strategies for managing time, generating ideas, and organizing and completing an in-

class essay? What are some ways to cope with anxiety while applying sound writing process in a timed 
situation?  Appropriate for all students. 

 
 

Integrating and Explaining Quotes 
Thursday, April 25th from 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. (Doug Eisner) 

Location: 808A 
So much of academic writing is a dance between what you say and what they say. How do you 

gracefully blend these two points of view while giving accurate credit to the source? How can you 
smoothly introduce a quote, correctly document the source, and share your own thoughts? These are 
some of the head scratchers we tackle in this workshop. Also, the strategies shared will be especially 

helpful to students struggling to meet length requirements. Most appropriate for English 99 and 
above, ESL 186, ESL 190, and all courses requiring MLA documentation. 

 
 

Practical Strategies to Organize Essays 
Wednesday, May 1st from 2:00 – 3:30 p.m. (Kim Vandervort) 

Location: 808A 
Do you have ideas, but don’t know how to put them into writing? Do you struggle with staying on 

topic or repeating points? In this workshop, we will discuss organization strategies for every phase 
of the writing process, from generating a working essay plan to revising existing drafts to improve 

the “flow” of ideas. 
 


